Yardage

9278

Tucker Valance

This design was inspired for people that want a simple and professional looking window treatment
that is very easy to make.
Valance Description: The rectangle valance section, as well as the pointed side panel, is made long
enough so it can wrap over the pole. The contrast lining will show at the bottom portion. The rectangle
valance pattern is 12” to 32” wide, but can be any width or depth. The pointed side panel wraps over
the pole and is then tied with a decorative rope or tieback. After gathering it will take up about 4” of
rod space. It can be any depth you wish. The square tail can hang about 18” or 24”. Nothing is
overlapped on the rod.
Fabrics: Light to medium weight for the side panels. The tail and rectangle valance can use medium
to heavy fabric. All pattern pieces should be contrast lined.

YARDAGE
With so many different fabric widths and repeat sizes available today, we find it works best if we give
you the actual pattern sizes so you can determine how they will fit on your fabric.
RECTANGLE VALANCE SECTION: Once you have determined how deep you want it to hang
from the top of the pole, add 3/4 more depth in order to achieve the overlap. The width can be
anything you want, plus 1/2” seam at each side.
POINTED SIDE PANEL: Once you have determined how deep you want it to hang from the top of
the pole, add 3/4 more depth in order to achieve the overlap. Any trim desired at the bottom should
be considered as part of the finished length. The pattern width is 28”or 36”. Other widths can be
used, if desired. The gathered side panel will take up about 4” on the pole.
SQUARE TAIL: A 22 1/2” square piece of fabric or a 28 1/2” square piece of fabric. The tail will take
up about 1” on the pole.
Same amount of contrast lining will be needed for all the above.
Trim
Each Valance Section End ......................................... Minimum of 18” each end for a 12” width
Short Square Tail (4 sides) ........................................... 86”
Long Square Tail (2 sides) ........................................... 57”
Pointed Side Panel (36” wide fabric) ........................ Minimum of 35” each end for a 28” width
Tassels and Tiebacks are optional.

More detail information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet.

